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Abstract. The formation of nitrogen cluster ions 
[•2*(•h, N*(N2)• should ocmar easily in Triton's thin cold 
•-•gen atmosphere. These ions are formed stepwise as: 

At low altitudes, themaxxtynamics (temperature and press•) 
t avc• cluster sizes up to and including N2+0•2)4o. Such ions 
• close m the threshold (critical size) to nucleate, forming a 
•-'• Mtrogen ice aerosol seen as exteaded hazes in Voyager 
'• .mage• of Tri•n's limb. The critical ion radius for nucleation 
is about 8.3 A. As temperature increases and pressure 
.... deranges with altitude, cluster ion formation becomes less 
f .;•bte and small cluster sizes predominate. At altitudes 
>200 •, clus• are thexmodynamical!y unstable and only 
•* :and N* am present. Because electron •bination with 
• 'runs (N +) is very slow, a dense ionosp •here should form 
•ere N* recombination via N* clustering with N2 is 
-•mfavorable. Model calculations yield peak electron 

coaceatra 'uons above 200 kin, -as detected by Voyager radio 
,oe••on measure•ts. The sha• ledge at the bouom of 
'•:-.• "maos•ea• is caused by the onset of rapid electron-ion 
.., • .r•m•inaxkm •ted with cluster ion formation. 

The first close-up images taken by Voyager 2 of 
,•.:me's satellite Triton revealed a thin, hazy atmosphere. 

CIoMa, pa•ehes of fog and local amx•heaSc phenomena such 
vmting plumes were obse•ed, •dicating that weather 

•• oa this satellite. The atmosphere is made up mostly of 
•..imgen, with small amounts of methane, as predicted by 
-.••ank et al. (!983, 1984) six years earlier, and 
•.• by 'the Voyager UVS experiment (Broadfoot et al. 

•,•), These hazes and clouds in the atmosp• result from 
fluctuations in the thermodynamic state of the 

•phem. which induce nitrogen to nucleate on ions 
,:•• by cosmic ray- or magnetospirit partiQe-induced 
'ti•, or on solid particles ejected by Triton s geysers. 

paper descri•s the nitrogen ion chemistry that controls 
'•c composition, and may be responsive for the 

The volat-fie gases - in • case N2 and C• -- will tend 

-,mupemunu, which is defied by the radiative balance 
,.d-•,•s of Triton's atmosph•. The temuperature at the 

•• of Triton w:as detcm•2ned to be roughly 37 K (Conruth 
i:'989), giving a nitr•ea sinface vapor procure of about 

10•! :'0 's bar, .and • ptussure of roughly 7x10 -m bar. As a 
of this: • of • press=cs, nitrogen d .omi• the 
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composition, themodynamics and meteorology of Triton's 
atmosphere. 

•on Ch• 

As on Earth, the interaction of cosmic-rays or 
precipitating magnetospheric particles with nitrogem mo•u!es 
results in the formation of ions and neutral atoms: 

N2+e* ---> N•+e+e 

N 2 + e* ---> N + + N + e+e (1) 

The primary ions, N2 + and N +, are transformed into 
larger ions by clust•ing with N2 in a series of steps (Bobroe et 
al., 1969; HeadIcy et al., !982): 

N2 + + N2 + M '-• N2+(N2) + M 

N2+(N2) + N2 + M • N2+(N2)2 + M (2) 

N2+(N• + N2 + M • N2+(N2)•t+ M 
(species such as N2+(N2)2 can also be written N•+). Each 
forward clusr•ing re,on sty: (k•) has an associated reverse 
dissociation reaction step (1•). Hence, the clusters will igrow 
until they reach an equilibrium distribution of s•zes, 
con-esponding to the local teanpemtum and pressure, in whi,•ch 
cluster formation and thermal diq•odation rates are in .balance. 
The resulting distribution of cl.m• size• is gaussian-like, with 
the pe• corresponding to the thermodymcally "pref--" 

The thermodynamics of nitrogen cluster formation is 
described by Harioka and Nakajima (1988). The enthalpy of 
formation of NJ from N2 + (reaction 1) is very l'd•, 25.8 
kcal/mol½, and the reaction is strongly favored at low 
!m•aperatm'es. The forward rate coefficient is given by Boh•r•e 
(!969) as 1.9 x 10 'e• cmS/mole•-sec at 280K; a teanpexamm- 
dependent rate coefficient, 1.7! x 10 '2½ (300/T) I's 
cmS/mo!½c2-•c, was derived from the data of Boltme. 
Highex-ordex clusters have a lower enthalpy of frm!mtion (for 
•pl½, 2.76 kca!/mole for the clustering of NJ 
their entropy v•ues remain almost cons.rant from oae s•ze to 
tl• neat. Nev•½ss, higher clusters can • easily form at 
the cold temperams of Triton's lower atmo,•:•. The 
•ui!ilxiam conrot for • dusmdng step .'m givm by, 

whexe K2,, 'm .the .•uilibrium cons/mr for . .the .nth clust•g 
step, [ ] '•tes a concmtmti.on •m _too. 
Gi•bbs free energy change for '•e reacfoa, • ka is the 
Bo!tzmann cous-rot. it f .o!!ows from Eq. (3) 
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cluster size increases with decreasing temperature and 
increasing nitrogen partial pressure, and thus varies rapidly 
with altitude. 

Clustering reactions with N + as the core ion (K•,,•, 
n=l .... ) yield a series of ions with an odd number of nitrogen 
atoms -- N3*, Ns+,N7 +, etc. This series of clusters has a 
slightly different rate constant for formation (Bohme, 1969), 
but in general behaves similarly to the N2*-based clusters. 
Recombination of the N + series of ions with electrons yields N 
atoms, which eventually recombine to form N2. However, as 
this process is fairly slow, some build-up of N atoms in the 
Triton atmosphere is expected. In fact, ultraviolet emissions 
from N* as well as N atoms were detected at the top of the 
atmosphere by the Voyager UVS experiment (Broadfoot et al., 
1989). 

Forward rate coefficients in each cluster series were 
assumed to be similar for all clustering steps, being equal to 
the values of Bohme (1969) for the initial N 2 association 
reactions with N2 + and N +. The reverse rate coefficients were 
calculated using the forward rate coefficient and equilibrium 
constant for each clustering step (see Eq. 3). The equilibrium 
constants were calculated using the thermodynamic data of 
Harioka and N-_akajima (1989). Large clusters have enthalpies 
and emropies of reaction, AH and AS, respectively, that 
approach the latent heat of condensation and the entropy 
change, respectively, for condensation of N2 (Harioka and 
Nakajima, 1988); the clusters are then acting as liquid 
surfaces for N2 condensation. Accordingly, all clust-ers larger 
than N24' were assigned bulk values for the enthalpy and 
entropy of formation. 

The clustering of N atoms with N2 + was also included 
using a ram coefficient of 2.5x10 -29 cm6/molec2-sec at 300 K 
(Good, 1975). (The reaction was assumed to have a similar 
temperature-dependence as for clustering reactions of N2 with 
ions.) Charge exchange reaction rate coefficients (e.g., for N 
+ N2 + --> N + + N2) were taken from Delitsky et al. (1989). 

The recombination coefficient for N2 + ions with 
electrons is 3.5x10 -7 (300fF) ø• cm3/nmlec-sec (Krasnopolsky, 
1986). All cluster ion-electron recombination reactions were 
assumed to have a rate coefficient of 3.0x10-6(300,rI') ø-• 
crn 3 _hnolec--•. Atomic ion-electron recombination, occurring 
at low pressures via photon emission, is at least 105 times 
slower than molecular ion-electron dissociative recombination; 
the N + recombination coefficient is ~10 '12 cm3/molec-sec. 
Hence, N + loss can be dominated by clustering to N2 followed 
by electron/cluster-ion recombination (- 10 -6 cm3/molec-sec). 
Ions remain in the gas phase until they either recombine with 
electrons or nucleate into haze particles (see below). 

The Voyager radio occultation experiment measured an 
unprecedented electron concentration of about 40,000/cm 3 at 
the peak in the ionosphere (Tyler et a1.,1989), compared with 
the peak in Titan's ionosphere of about 3000/cm 3. Such a 
high electron density was unexpected in the thin atmosphere of 
Triton. The formation of cluster ions at low altitudes, and the 
accumulation of atomic ions (N +) at high altitudes where 
clusters will not form, can explain these observations (see 
Results). 

Ion Nucleation 

A neutral gas can nucleate into an aerosol 
homogeneously when the partial pressure of the g• exceeds 
the vapor pressure of the condensed phase by a substantial 
margin (a factor of 2 or more). The gas may also nucleate 
heterogeneously onto the surfaces of solid pa•icles (which 
might be injected into the atmosphere by geysers, for 
example), or onto large cluster ions. Ion nucleation theory is 
reviewed by Keesee (1989). Generally, the fo.rmation of 
aerosols on ions is aided by the electrostatic interaction 
between 'the core ion and the impinging gas n•lecules; this 

interaction reduces the free energy of the cluster (see below) 
and allows the formation of stable embryos. Heterogenm-m 
nucleation of nitrogen above geysers would produce locali• 
hazes. Ion-induced nucleation could occur wherever clus•m 
ions are found, provided the atmosphere is sufficiently 
supersaturated (perhaps as a result of dynamical forcing). 
Hence, global haze layers seen in the Voyager Triton irra•s 
rnay have their origin in ion nucleation. 

The free energy expression for ion-induced nuclmti• 
upon a spherical cluster of radius r containing n nitrogen 
molecules (noting that n=4/3•rr3p/mo, where p is the cluster 
density and mo is the molecular mass of nitrogen) is given •, 

AG(r) =-nk•TlnS + 4,nrr2o'+ /•-•X 1-••• •) - 

where ri is the radius of the ionic core of the cluster, wi-• 
charge q, and e is the dielectric constant. The first term re•t• 
the supersaturation (S), (i.e., the ratio of the vap• •a 
pressure to the thermodynamic equilibrium va•r pressam 
over the bulk condensed material) to the free energy, aM t.M 
second term takes into account the surface tension of 
nucleation embryo. Nitrogen has a much lower surf• 
tension (10.5 dynedcm) than does water (80 dyne/cm); •, 
nucleation and particle fo,wnation is 'easier' in nitrogen cl,-•s 
than in water clouds under the same relative conditions of 
supersaturation (i.e., the positive surface tension term in F•. 4 
is smaller for nitrogen). Since the radius of the cluster is 
always larger than the ionic core radius, the electrostatic 
conu-ibution to the free energy is negative, and ion-irdm• 
nucleati• is favored over homogeneous nucleation. 

Tbe ion-induced nucleation rate can be expressed m: 

j=/½[N 2 •(r,)Z(r a )Nia ' ex•.AG(ra)-AG(F*)] ksT (5) 
In this equation, kc is the collision coefficient for N2 with 
clusters, r* is the critical size that a cluster must reach be• 
can nucleate and grow into a droplet, ra is the prefened clua• 
size (i.e., the maximum in the distribution of sizes), Z(r*) 
the Zeldovich factor (which is a correction for the s.• 
departure from an equilibrium distribution of cluster sizes dm 
to nucleation of the largest ions), Z(ra) accounts f•- 
equilibrium distribution of cluster sizes, Nion is the 
ion concentration, and the exponential term t•es into ac•omt 
the differen• in .free energy between the preferred clus• :• 
and the critical size for nucleation and phase change; if 
difference in energies is large, then the ion clusters are 
likely to nucleate into growing particles. They will simply • 
and subtract nitrogen molecules over time to change si•s, • 
so the duster distribution will eventually reach a steady state. 

M•I Inputs a_r•l Calculations 
Cluster size distributions were calculated with a 

st.and• Gear integration package (Gear, 1969). The 
code is designed to solve a set of stiff chemical kinetic 
•uations such as those encountered in ionization p_robte :m. 
The computations were run until equilibrium was achiev• 
typically within lx105 seconds (~1 day). The 
atn•sphere used for these calculations has been taken frtan 
Voyager UVS results (Broadfoot et a1.,1989). The Tdt• 
surface temperature is 37 K, decreasing to a tro•pau• 
temperata_re of 32 K, and then increasing to an exosff•-• 
temperature of 95 K above 400 km. Atmospheric ni•Qen 
pani• press-• •re calculated using the hydrostatic equa• 
with the gravity constant for Triton. Temperature-de•r 
vapor pressures of nitrogen gas over solid nitrogen 
obt'•ned from t• AIP Hat, ,•k (1972). 

There •-e t'm• princi_pal sources of ionJ-zati• in Tn•.• 
area>sphere: ch•ged particles precipitating from N•pm•'s 
magnetosphere, an• photoionization. The magnet 
clcctrons drainate at low •titudes. Analysis of •tc• 
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Fig. 1. Variation in nitrogen ion cluster sizes in Triton's atmosphere as a function of altitude. Near Triton's 
surface, large cluster sizes are favored at the very cold temperatures found there; at 10 km the peak size is roughly 
a: Ns,_ +. The ion size distribution is well-resolved only above about 25 km. As altitude (and temperature) 
increases, intermediate ion sizes predominate, as is seen between 25 and 100 km. Cluster ion formation is not 
fa• ored at higher altitudes, leading to large concentrations of N + (and an equivalent electron content). 

. earon spectra from the Voyager LECP experiment [Krimigis 
•.al. 1989] gives an energy input of 7.5x10 -8 ergtcm3-sec for 

e magnetospheric electrons, and 4.1x10 -9 erg/cm3-sec for 
gne ospheric protons at Triton's surface. This yields an 

.. proximate ion-electron pair production rate of 1300/cm3-sec 
br the electrons and 71/cm3-sec for the protons (A. Eviltar, 
personal communication). The ion pair production rate is 
•fitude dependent, and was scaled linearly with pressure. 

Energy deposition rates for all other sources of 
'onizafion on Triton -- due to solar ultraviolet photolysis, 
'nterplanetary electron impact, and cosmic ray bombardment-- 

ere obtained by scaling from the rates on Titan, correcting 
or d/fferences in atmospheric temperatures, pressures and 
'stances from the sun. The energy deposition rates for Titan 
e gi,,en by Sagan and Thompson (1984). To scale the 
ergy deposition accurately, altiitudes of equivalent nitrogen 

•erburden were calculated for the Titan and Triton 

•-mospheres. The Titan atmosphere used in these calculations 
as obtained from Lellouch and Hunten (1987). The 

.1obally-a•eraged photoionization rates of Sagan and 
, mpson (1984) have been multiplied by a factor of four. 

Reaction rate data were discussed in an earlier section. 

Results 

Dgure 1 shows the calculated distribution of nitrogen 
ß clt. s,er sizes as a function of altitude. The clusters are 

g near the surface because the temperatures are colder; 
ler sizea are more prevalent at higher altitudes because the 

•peratures are warmer. In the ionosphere, where 
ß emperatures axe (relatively) high and pressures are low, 

ecluding cluster ion formation, only N* and N2* are present. 
Ho ever, N* is dominant because its electron recombination 

•,. ½nt is 'some 10 '• smaller than that of N2*. 
Calculated ion cluster sizes axe plotted in Figure 1 to 

\• ' [-= N..*(N2)•?]. At low altitudes, the preferred cluster 
•ze are larger than N36'. The peak in the ion size distribution 

r the conditions prevailing at these lower altitudes can be 
cram. ted from thermodynamic relationships given, for 
•ample, by keesee (1989). At low levels of supersaturation, 
e preferred cluster size is much smaller than the critical 

•,a•ter size. Hence, essentially no •ons reach critical size and 

the nucleation (particle formation) rate is negligible. As the 
supersaturation increases, the preferred ion size increases, the 
number of critical-•ize clusters increases, and some nucleation 
can occur (limited by the rate that critical-size ions are formed 
from smaller clusters). As the preferred size approaches the 
critical size, essentially all of the ions may nucleate into 
growing particles; i.e., the thermodynamic barrier to 
nucleation has been removed. 

To determine the radius of the critical-size clusters for 

ion nucleation, equation (21) from Keesee (1989) was solved. 
Near the surface of Triton, this cluster radius is around 8.3 
which corresponds to an ion cluster Ns2* (-- N2*[N2h0). 

In the range of Triton's surface temperature of 37 K, 
nitrogen has an extremely steep vapor pressure dependence 
with temperature. The vapor pressure at 37 K is lx 10 -5 bar 
(10 pbar); at 34 K, the pressure is lx10 4 bar, and at 31 K, 
lxlO -? bar. Accordingly, the local surface temperature on 
Triton need only drop 2-3 degrees Kelvin for the atmosphere 
to suddenly achieve a supersaturation of 10. The critical 
cluster size and preferred cluster size are equal at a 
supersaturation of about 6.5 (i.e., at a temperature of about 35 
K). If an air parcel at the surface of Triton cooled from 37 to 
35 K, then the nucleation rate (Eq. 5) would increase from 
zero (4x10 -•4 particles/cm3-sec at 36 K) to 5x10 s 
particles•cm3-sec (at 35 K). 

The tropopause altitude of---9 km, with its minimum 
temperature, is the point where haze particles are most likely to 
form by ion nucleation. This correlates with the Voyager 
observation that haze layers occur in the lowest -10 km of 
Triton's atmosphere. The eruption of a geyser could generate 
a local disequilibrium by creating a high nitrogen 
supersaturation in the vicinity of the stabilizing plume. The 
nitrogen would then condense on ejected particles, or nucleate 
onto ions entrained into the plume. 

Figure 2 gives the calculated electron concentration as a 
function of altitude, and compares the theoretical results v, ith 
Voyager radio occultation measurements (Tyler et al., 1989). 
The predicted electron concentrations are < 103/cm • below 200 
km and increase almost two orders of magnitude to 4x 104/cm 3 
near 350 km. The increase is due to the photoionization of N2 
and N, which creates N *. The N* ions recombine very slov, ly 
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Fig. 2. Calculated versus observe• electron density 
profiles for Triton's atmosphere. Solid curves labeled 
'ingress' and 'egress' are from Voyager radio occultation 
measurements (Tyler et al., 1989). Ingress occultation was 
on the 'night' side of Triton, egress on the 'day' side. The 
dotted curve is the calculated electron concentration. The 
electron content is low at altitudes below 200 km due to the 
formation of ion clusters and their subsequent efficient cleon'on 
recombination. Above 200 km, clusters can not form, and 
atomic ions, N +, (and electrons) accumulate to form the 
observed ionosphere. 

with e!ecuDns, and also very slowly form cluster ions at these 
altitudes (>200 km), because of the high temperatures and low 
nitrogen pressures. Accordingly, our model predicts the 
existence of a dense ionosphere above about 200 km. Small 
variations in temperature have a great effect on the availablity 
of cluster ions and, hence, predicted electron concentrations. 

The addition of methane reactions into the ion chemistry 
scheme (using CH4 concentrations deduced from the UVS 
experiment) had no effect on the calculated ion composition. 
Extrapolation of the UVS data yields a C!• concentration of 
about 102/cm 3 at the electron ledge; a concentration of more 
than 10•/cm s would be needed to cause N + and electron 
depletion. 

The ionosphere is not a simple Chapman layer because 
the ionization rate does not have a steep cutoff at low alfit_,des. 
The sharp ionization ledge at 200 kin, observed by Voyager, is 
associated with the onset of cluster ion formation, which 
rapidly depletes electrons through electron-ion recombination. 

Conclusions 

!) Nitrogen cluster ion formation should readily occur 
in Triton's thin, cold atmosphere. Solar ultraviolet 
photoionization and magnetospheric particle bombardment 
create the core ions, N2 + and N*, which accrete nitrogen 
molecules to form larger ion clusters; e.g., N2+(N2)n and 
N*(N2),,. These clustered ion species should be dominant 
Wow about 200 km in Triton's atmosphere. 

2) The very low temperatures of Triton's atmosphere 
imply that these clustered ions can nucleate into solid nitrogen 
particles, creating the extended visible hazes recorded in the 
Voyager irnages of Trimn's limb. Such haze forrn•on is 
pre•cted to occur at alfit•es below about 10 km where 
sufficient nitrogen ropersaturation is likely m exist. At higher 
altitudes, cluster ions continue to form •t rcrrmln gaseous, 
and no nitrogen hazes are forecast. 

3) A _model based on the chemic-al k•etics of nim•gen 

ion clustering at the high temperatures and low pres..•sm• 
prevailing above 200 km. 
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